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A lower crust shear zone facilitates
delamination and continental subduction
under the Apennines

Check for updates

Irene Menichelli 1,2 , Irene Bianchi 2,3 & Claudio Chiarabba 2,3

Physical properties and structure of the lithosphere are the first step to constrain the evolution of
mountain belts. Herewe showdetailed shearwave velocity profiles of the lithosphere in theApennines
that clarify a controversial aspect of continental subduction: the intricate mechanism of crust
delamination from the downgoing plate. From the analysis of complete and dense teleseismic
Receiver Function data set, we find that the delamination of the continental lithosphere is favored by
the development of a low seismic shear wave velocity zone in the middle-lower crust. We observe a
double Moho below the external portions of the present mountain range, suggesting the progressive
formation of the shallow interface. The delamination edge is located in the forearc, far eastward than
expected, implying that the re-equilibration of the thermal unbalance, generated by the mantle
substitution, may last 10-7 Myr.

The Apennines is a post-collisional belt, characterized by a complex geo-
logical history and tectonic evolution1–6, resulting from the convergence
between the Eurasian and African plates7. The abundance of geologic and
geophysical data candidate the belt as an open laboratory for understanding
continental collision and subduction. Despite the extensive studies of past
decades, lively debates on the evolution of the Apennines continuously fuel
the interests onpeculiar geodynamic aspects.Among them,howcontinental
subduction develops at themargin of an oceanic subduction8, andwhich are
the drivers of the continental delamination9–13. While seismicity14 and
velocity models of the mantle15–17 put some first order constraints on the
Apennines structure and deformation, a general consensus is still far to
come for understanding the dynamics of the system shaping the belt.

Past tomographicmodels15,18–21 and other imaging techniques22–30 have
suggested the lateral discontinuity of subduction with a slab window along
the centralApennines31,markedby a low-velocity zone at lithospheric depth
mirrored by the lack of intermediate-depth seismicity27,32. Anyway, recent
models proposed that the same features could be related to heterogeneities
of the Adria continental lithosphere33, which also affected the different
evolution of subduction between the northern and southern portions of the
chain. Previous studies have proposed that continental subduction is
favored by the delamination of the lithosphere11,12,24,34–36 characterized by a
different level of maturity along the belt. This has caused spatial and tem-
poral heterogeneity in the evolution of the Apennines, different amount of
seismicity and seismic energy released, and thepartitioningof seismic versus
ductile deformation from north to south of the chain34. Recent studies have

revealed also how continental subduction in general is deeply related to the
rheological behavior of the crust and the slab itself, and to the mechanical
coupling at theMohoboundary10,37,38. These physical conditions also control
the process of delamination, which can take the place or delay the slab
detachment39,40.

In this study, we investigate how the evolution of a decoupled sub-
duction orogen like the Apennines is entangled with the structure of the
continental lithosphere that is underthrusting. We used teleseismic RF
analysis to define crustal properties and bulk velocity models of the Adria
lithosphere, and extract information on geometric interfaces, from har-
monics analysis of the Q (i.e., radial) and the T (i.e., transversal)
components23. In the first step, we compute 1D-shear wave velocity profiles
of the entire lithosphere with a trans-dimensional non-linearmethod41 for a
dense setof seismic stations displaced alongour study area (see Fig. 1).Then,
we select shear wave velocity profiles representative for the different sectors
of the belt (fore-arc - belt - back-arc) and compare velocity results with the
crustal-mantle structure obtained by new tomographic models35.

Results
Harmonic analysis
RFs data clearly showadifference in the velocity structure between the inner
and outer sectors of the belt. Specifically, the results of three seismic stations
(CSNT, CRE, and MPAG; orange triangles in Figs. 1 and 2) located across
the chain are exemplary to summarize the lateral change of the seismic
structure perpendicular to the belt strike.
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We plotted the results of the RFs analysis (Fig. 2) and the harmonic
decomposition (Fig. 3) for the three harmonic orders (i.e., k= 0, 1, 2) to show
the isotropic (k=0) and anisotropic (k= 1,2) modeled and unmodeled

("Q-iT”) components. Blue and red pulses indicate the positive/negative
amplitudes, respectively, in the RF traces.

In addition, we show a profile across the belt of shearwave velocity and
tomographic images (Fig. 4d). In the backarc region (stationCSNT, Fig. 4a),
the isotropic (k=0) component (Fig. 3) reveals a strong positive pulse at
~3.5–4.0 s, related to the conversion at the Tyrrhenian Moho, consistent
with the jump in shear wave velocity observed at 25 km (Fig. 4). A similar
observation can be made by looking at the isotropic component below the
belt (CRE station, Fig. 3), again a positive pulse is present at around 4 s, but
less sharp than that observed in the back-arc region.Nevertheless, again, the
conversion can be related to the single TyrrhenianMoho found at a depth of
27 km from the shear wave velocity profile (Fig. 4b). Below theMoho, shear
wave velocities are ~4.0 km/s at uppermantle depth, values lower than those
in the back-arc region (shear wave velocity ~4.3–4.5 km/s).

In the forearc (station MPAG, Fig. 4a) the shear wave velocity model
shows two velocity peaks of 4.1 km/s related to differentMoho depths at 27
and 52 km and is consistent with the two pulses, a weaker one at 2.5–3.0 s
negative pulse and one stronger at 6 s positive pulse in the isotropic har-
monic components (Fig. 4c). These two depths are likely related to the
presence of a doubleMoho. Between these two interfaces, a strong decrease
in S-wave velocity is observed, with values as small as 3.6 km/s at ~40 km,
while in theuppermostmantle (below52km) velocity becomes stable at 4.3-
4.4 km/s coherent with the Adriatic LID (LID= lithosphere)12,42,43.

Profile A-A’ (see Fig. 4) shows the main differences in the velocity
structure and Moho depth between the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic coasts,
pointing out the location of a probable suture zone between the two
domains. Below the OSSC, CSNT and CRE stations (Fig. 4a) the strong

Fig. 1 | Map showing the seismic stations (triangles) used for the Receiver
Function analysis. Orange triangles indicate stations whose analysis results
are reported in Figures 2, 3. The shear wave velocity profiles of the seismic
stations (purple) crossed by the traces (black lines) are reported in Fig. 4 and in
the SI. The yellow triangles represent all the other stations analyzed (reported
in SI).

Fig. 2 | Representative analyzed Receveir Functions. On top, purple triangles
indicate the location of the seismic stations analyzed. Whereas, in orange three
representative seismic stations, CSNT, CRE and MPAG, which results are reported
in the three bottompanels. On bottom, the analyzed Receiver Functions are reported
for back-azimuth values and epicentral distance (i.e., numbers highlighted in gray).

Blue and red wiggles show positive and negative amplitudes in the RF, respectively.
Green shading shows variance of the individual bin-averaged RFs. Our method is
based on the extraction of the back-azimuth harmonics from the RFs data set as a
function of the incoming P-wavefield direction.
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velocity jump marks the Moho depth ~25-27 km, consistent with earlier
studies44–46 and with the crustal extension and shallower Moho due to the
opening of the Tyrrhenian basin. The distribution of shear wave velocity
below the CDCA seismic station appears very interesting, as compared to
the other profiles. It is not characterized by a strong increase in velocities
(~4.1 km/s), probably due to the fact that the station is located above the
suture zonebetween theAdriatic andTyrrhenian coasts.Moving toward the
east, the velocity distribution below the seismic stations located in the inner
portion of the belt (CDCA and APEC) results to be smoother, with the
absence of a strong jump marking the Tyrrhenian Moho depth. Below
APEC, at a depth of around 45–50 km, a smooth increase of about 1 km/s is
depicted, and also below the CDCA, at 74 km, there is a gentle jump; these
may be related to the deeper AdriaticMoho plunging westward. In the end,
the velocity structure below NARO and MPAG is characterized by two
sharp jumps at around 26-27 km and 52-54 km depth, respectively, that
could be associatedwith the presence of a doubleMoho: the deeper Adriatic
one and the incipient Tyrrhenian Moho. These results highlight the dif-
ferent velocity structure that distinguishes theAdriatic from the Tyrrhenian
domain, where a thinner crust predominates in the latter, while the Adriatic
crust is apparently thicker in agreement with42. Hence, the analysis of the
velocity profiles and the isotropic component of theRFs suggests threemain
different zones with peculiar crustal thickness, Moho depth and velocity
interfaces.

Figure 4d shows the good correspondence between the shear wave
velocity jumps, extracted from the 1D velocity profiles, associated with the
Adriatic (yellow crosses) and TyrrhenianMoho (green crosses) depths, and
the location of the Vp anomalies (reported in both absolute and perturba-
tion Vp values). The Tyrrhenian Moho under the western side of the
Apennines follows the transition between the low (~6.5 km/s) and the high
Vp velocity anomaly (~7-7.5 km/s). Looking at the velocity structure below
the Adriatic side, the Tyrrhenian Moho falls along the narrow horizontal
anomaly definedby an increase inP-wave velocity (~7.5 km/s). Below that, a
decrease in P-waves velocity (about 6 km/s) characterizes the depth interval
between 30-38 km, followed by an increase to 7.5 km/s up to 50-55 km
depth. At this depth, the AdriaticMoho is reported and seems to follow the
abrupt change from7.5 to 8 km/s. It is interesting to note how the twoMoho
interfaces seem to confine the broad low Vp volume (Fig. 4d, Vp pert (%)

cross-section) and its locationwellfitswith also the decreasing in shearwave
velocity below the NARO and MPAG seismic stations.

Summarizing, the basic feature thatweobserve is the couple of negative
and positive shear wave velocity at about 25 and between 26 and 50 km
depth that reverses from the back-arc to the fore-arc domains, while the
internal sector has intermediate velocities.

Discussion
The harmonic analysis and inversion of RF data yield high-resolution
imaging of the shear wave velocity structure of the lithosphere down to 100
km depth on a key transect across the Apennines belt. Usually, RF profiles
show migrated sections of discontinuities beneath the target. Here, we
present a full 1D shear wave velocity reconstruction of the lithosphere, with
absolute velocities that more tightly constrain the nature of discontinuities
and layers. Shear wave velocity jumps to values higher than 4.0 km/s
revealedaMohodoubling for almost the entire sectionof thebelt, suggesting
that the delamination hinge of the Adria lithosphere is located further
eastward in the forearc. We identify a low shear wave velocity layer (3.5 -
4.0 km/s) between 25 and 54 km depth below the forearc that indicates the
presence of a slow lower crust, in correspondence with a tomographic low
Vp volume where intermediate seismicity develops. Part of this low-Vp
volume is coupled with high Vp/Vs suggesting the presence of fluids,
consistent with the shear wave velocity reduction. All these elements sup-
port the scenario in which a shear zone develops within a weak lower crust
along which the continental delamination of the Adria lithosphere takes
place.Wepropose that theweakness of the lowercrust is themain factor that
controls the delamination of the lithosphere, in agreement with numerical
models where the coupling between the crust and subducting lithosphere is
governed by the rheology40,47.

In the forearc, the doubled pulse of positive RF suggests that the newly
formed Moho is under development. Interestingly, the negative pulses at
around3-4s detectedunder the stations in thisApennine sector (NAROand
MPAG, Fig. 4c) are related to the negative jump in the related shear wave
velocitymodels (Fig. 4b) indicating avelocity reversalwithin theAdria lower
crust, signature of the ongoing delamination and immature re-formation of
the Moho. The replacement of sublithospheric mantle after delamination
generates a thermal unbalance beneath themountain range. This causes the

Fig. 3 |Harmonic decomposition for CSNT,CRE andMPAG stations (see Fig. 1).
On top panels the isotropic component (i.e., k=0) (left) and the geometric coverage
(right). On the center and bottom left panels the anisotropic components for the first

and second harmonic (k=1 and 2) orders are shown. On the right the unmodelled
components ("Q-iT'') are reported.
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Fig. 4 | Comparison of the velocity structure between thewestern and eastern side
of the north-central Apennines. a Topography of the profile A-A' in the map (see
Fig. 1) with the location of the seismic stations reported below. b 1D shear wave
velocitymodel (0-100 kmdepth) for the seismic stations crossed by the trace.The red
line indicates the average S-wave velocity, while the standard deviation interval falls
within the black lines. Yellow and green dashed lines define the Adriatic and Tyr-
rhenian Moho depth, respectively. The red and blue stars are the Moho depth
extracted from45 and44. The green color is the background color. c Isotropic

composition (k=0) along time (s) extracted by the Rfs analysis at the different seismic
stations. Blue and red lobes indicate positive and negative pulses. The light pink
arrows indicate pulses related to mature Moho, the dark ones to non-mature Moho.
d The corresponding 3D Vp cross-sections from the model of35.The black dots are
relocated earthquakes (2005–2020) in the 1D velocity models of the Central Med-
iterranean computed in the work of Menichelli et al., 2022. The green and yellow
crosses represent the Tyrrhenian andAdriaticmoho depths extracted from the shear
wave velocity 1D models for each seismic station, respectively.
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intense stretching, extensional deformation, and partial melting of the crust
leading to plutonism, and magmatic activity.

In the back arc region (section d, Fig. 4), a low shear wave velocity
(Vs= 3.3-3.8 km/s) is observed in the lower crust, consistent with partial
meltingdue to thehigh temperature at thebaseof the crust.Atmantledepth,
we observe a normal shear wave velocity and slight low Vp at 30 km depth,
rapidly becominghighVpat greater depths, indicating that themantle top is
mostly re-normalized after the first episode of delamination in the Apen-
nines (fossil delamination event), where associated plutonism and stretch-
ingdate backof around10-7Myr48,49. Therefore, on this side of the chain, the
thermal re-equilibration process is mature, in contrast to the forearc zone
where the low shear wave velocity and lowVp anomalies predominate. The
strong anisotropy observed in the k1 components at stations in the backarc
(Fig. 3) is consistent with a deeply hydrated mantle42,50,51. The crust char-
acterized byweak rheology (e.g., wetquartzite) resists subduction, inhibiting
detachment but leading to its extrusion and delamination. In that case, the
low Vp and Vp/Vs can be due to a crust composed by granitic rocks that
have taken place of a mafic mid-lower crust during the process of
delamination52. Consequently, the crustal-lithospheric structure of the belt
is characterized by a buckling crust uncoupled from the slab, features that
are reflected as the chain broadens at the surface40. The case of the northern
Apennines turns out to be the example that best fits a decoupled orogenic
system47 characterized by the development of a low-shear wave zone in a
weak mid-lower crust zone.

Inourproposedmodel, theweak lower crust inhibits thedetachmentof
the continental slab, promoting a prolonged process of delamination, sub-
duction and retreat of part of the lower crust remaining attached to the
mantle lithosphere of Adria. Fluids liberated from the eclogitization of the
lower crust promotes further delamination and retreat of the lithosphere.
The incipient formation of the double Moho observed beneath the forearc
has a mature-stage analog in the backarc, where crustal thinning and
magmatismfollowed the reformationof the shallowTyrrhenianMoho.This
hypothesis leads to the definition of a new scenario for the Apennine sub-
duction where the starting point of delamination is in the forearc and a
longer thermal rebalancing is required. This suggests that a continental
subduction can be sustained over time if it develops at mid-lower crustal
depths within weak rheology inhibiting the slab break-off process. Our
results offer a new vision of continental subduction and a prognostic long-
term indication for the evolution of the Apennines in the next 7–10 Myr.

Online method
The Teleseismic Receiver Function analysis is one of the most suitable
techniques for identifying velocity boundaries such as Moho or LAB23,53,54

and reconstructing local crust-mantle geometry. Receiver functions are time
series that isolate the converted P-to-S phases within the coda of the tele-
seismic waves. A deconvolution process is applied to separate the vertical
component from the horizontal one55.

In this work, we analyzed RFs (i.e., teleseismic receiver functions)
recorded by seismic stations, deployed along the north-central Apennines,
in order to define the S-wave velocity structure for the entire lithosphere (up
to 100 km depth), revealing the lateral and vertical heterogeneities and the
Moho depth. A detailed comparison between the results of the west- and
east-ward seismic stations is reported to highlight the main structural dif-
ferences between the inner and outer section of the chain. In the end, the
shearwave velocityprofile computedhasbeendirectly comparedwith anew
regional tomographicmodel35. Our dataset wasmade by 15.000RFs derived
from teleseismic events at epicentral distances between 30∘ and 100∘, and
with Mw ≥ 5.5, selected by their high signal-to-noise ratio. Teleseismic
events were recorded between 2012-2020 by 56 broad-band (RSN), three-
component stations, located in the north-central Apennines, between 43∘N
- 43.7∘Nand 10.6 E∘ - 13.3∘ E (Fig. 1). The seismic records have been rotated
to analyze the Ps converted phase in the LQT reference system, where L is
the direction of the theoretical direction of the incoming Pwave, whereas Q
is perpendicular to L in the plane that contains the source and the receiver
(i.e., vertical plane).

We filtered the teleseismic waves with a pass frequency cutoff of 5-0.02
Hz, implying a wavelength in the mantle between 1.6 - 400 km. In the past,
the effect of different high-frequency (0.5 -1-2- 4 Hz) filters on the uncer-
tainties has been tested (Agostinetti and Maliverno, 2018) showing the
reliability of themultifrequency Rf inversion results. In the past, the effect of
different frequency (0.5 -1-2- 4 Hz) filters on the uncertainties has been
tested (Agostinetti and Maliverno, 2018) showing the reliability of the
multifrequency Rf inversion results. In particular, the average resolution of
1D shear wave velocity profiles is around 10% of the depth of the dis-
continuity. Furthermore, the shear wave velocity uncertainties result small
for a data set acquired for aminimumperiod of 3-12months discarding the
possibility to insert artifacts in the computed posterior velocity distribution.
We followed a technique developed by53,56 to compute receiver functions
from multitaper correlation estimates by a frequency domain algorithm.

For each seismic station analyzed, we obtained the Q-RFs (radial) and
the T-RFs (transversal) (Fig. 2) and used the Q-RFs to retrieve the shear
wave velocity models up to 100 km depth (Fig. 4 and SI). Our analysis is
based on the extraction of the back-azimuth harmonics from the RFs as a
function of the incoming P-wavefield direction (Bianchi et al., 2010a).
Thanks to this decomposition technique, it is possible to derive information
on the periodicity of the signal. The analysis was made on the first three
degrees and orders, k= 0,1,2 (see Fig. 2). Despite that, wemainly focused on
the results of the k=0 component, corresponding to the constant back-
azimuth harmonic and representing the isotropic structure below the seis-
mic station.

Harmonic Analysis
We follow the method described in detail by56 based on the harmonics
decomposition of the RF signal, and to which we refer for deeper insights.
The technique permits to compute both theQ andT components and it has
been applied in previous works22,23,44,57 to investigate the velocity structures
of several geodynamic settings such as subduction zones or volcanic areas.
In this study, we obtained the k=0 back-azimuth harmonic of theQ-RF data
set through a simple stack of the Q-RF components over back-azimuth
values. Meanwhile, the energy reflected by dipping interfaces or anisotropic
layers have been recorded on the first (k=1) and second (k=2) harmonics,
displaying a periodicity of respectively 2 π/k and π/k with the incoming
P-wave back azimuth. In particular, the two or four lobes periodicity, can be
associated respectively to a plunging symmetry axis at depth or an aniso-
tropic layer with horizontal symmetry axis58.

Figure 3 shows the results of the decomposition of the Q and T
components for three reference seismic stations reported in map (orange
triangles in Fig. 1). The traces with k=0 show the isotropic component
constantwith theback azimuth,whereas for the components ofhigher grade
also the unmodelled part ("Q-iT”) is reported displaying lower energy. The
standard deviation of the bootstrapped harmonics is highlighted by green
lines that envelop the traces in the graphics. To assure the analysis of good
signals also the analysis of the geometric coverage for each seismic station
have been done and reported.

Shear wave velocity inversions
The RF inversion problem can lead to several solutions, among them the
best-fit velocity model or the probability distribution of velocity parameters
along the depth. The non-uniqueness of the problem means that it is not
possible to find a single solution59. For that reason, several inversion tech-
niques have been developed with the aim to overcome and manage this
problem. Among them41, adopt a Reversible-jump Markov chain Monte
Carlo (RjMcMC) scheme to compute a 1D shear wave velocity model,
solving the nonlinear inverse problem, for each seismic station. The
advantage of this approach lies in the limited dependence of the final
solution on a-priori information; even S-wave velocities and the number of
layers are treated as unknown. Hence, at the end of the procedure, the
posteriori probability distribution (PPD) of inverted parameters indicates
how many seismic interfaces are located below each station and their most
probable depth. The k=0 harmonics and their standard deviations are used
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to define the isotropic structure of the lithosphere calculating the posterior
probability distribution.

This technique is based on the searching into a multidimensional
parameter space exploiting the Voronoi cells properties to find, not the best
fit model but a distribution ofmodels with an acceptable data fit. During an
initial burn-in phase, 100.000models were discarded from a total of 200.000
randommodels calculated for eachof the 100RjMcMcparallel independent
Markov chains. Hence, the RjMcMc search was run and the posterior
probability density function (PPD) was obtained using the remaining
velocity models (for an ensemble of 107 models). Finally, the output of this
inversion procedure are the PPD of the Vs and Vp/Vs (Figs. 4b and SI), the
mean model and the distribution of the interfaces up to 100 km depth.

Data availability
Earthquake and waveform data of Italian seismicity have been provided by
Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV) and can retrieved in
the EIDA database (http://eida.rm.ingv.it).

Code availability
The original source code to compute the shera wave velocity model was
obtained from Agostinetti and Malinverno (2010).
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